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Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE 
NAMES OF ALLAH.



In this book we will learn 

the Name of Allah

 AL QAYYOOM. 



Who called Allah “Al Qayyoom”? 

Allah called Himself Al Qayyoom.

There are no names more beautiful

than the Names of Allah.



Al Qayyoom means the One Who does

not need anything. Can a baby eat or drink

on its own? Of course not. It needs its

mother to feed it, clean it and make it go to

sleep. And when it gets older, it starts to eat

and drink on its own.



But sometimes a person falls

sick or falls asleep and cannot

do things on their own.



We all need to eat, drink, have

friends, have people around us

and help us. We need phones

and wi-fi, papers and pencils.



And if we don’t have it, what

will we do? We’ll go searching

for it, or buy it or ask 

someone for it.



When a person gets

older and has more

responsibilities, then

they need more things.



And to Allah is the best example, we need

things, but Allah Al Qayyoom is the One Who

sustains Himself. He doesn’t need anyone. He

doesn’t need to eat or drink. No one can harm

Him and He does not need to ask anyone 

for anything.



He does not need a father, mother,

children, sleep or rest. He doesn’t

need praise from anyone, why?

Because He is perfect.



But who needs things? 

 

All the creations, no matter how small 

or big they may be, and no matter how 

rich or poor they may be. 



Allah Al Qayyoom is the

One Who takes charge of

everyone. Who makes us

fall asleep, and gives us

food and drink? Allah.



The angels are big and strong,

but they still need Allah Al

Qayyoom so may can fulfil the

responsibilities given to them

by Allah.



Each angel has a duty to fulfil. 

For example, Jibreel is in charge of

the revelation. Israfeel is in charge

of blowing the trumpet to start the

Day of Judgement.



Allah takes care of them all 

so they may fulfil their duties. 

All the angels obey Allah.



What makes the skies to not

 fall on the earth? 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM.



Who made the earth subjected to us

so it doesn’t say anything even

though we do all things on it? 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM.



No one needs to take care of 

Allah Al Qayyoom because He is perfect 

in all attributes.



All the creation are in

need of Allah 

Al Qayyoom so they 

may be provided and

protected.



We need Allah Al Qayyoom to

protect us from evil, from the

shaitan and from any harm,

whether we see it or not.



All the creation needs Allah 

Al Qayyoom to reform them and

fulfil its role. We should not forget

that we need to learn about Allah. 

He created us so that our heart loves

Him and attaches to Him. 



Who makes us worship Allah and fulfill

our purpose? Allah Al Qayyoom. 

We will not have any value if we do

not fulfil our purpose.



We should trust Allah Al Qayyoom

Who takes care of us. We cannot eat

or drink without Allah Al Qayyoom.

Who makes us turn in the middle of

night? Allah Al Qayyoom. 



If there is anything missing in our life,

then Allah Al Qayyoom will give us.



Allah Al Qayyoom decrees for us

the best decrees so that our life

becomes straight and upright. 



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM…

WHAT SHOULD WE DO?



If we want to obey our mother and

father and take care of them, 

Who can make us do it? 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM.



If we want anything, 

we should not despair, but trust 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM.



Sometimes we prepare so many plans,

but we should only depend on 

ALLAH AL QAYYOOM.



With Allah Al Qayyoom, He makes us

live a good life and makes all our

affairs straight and right. May Allah

make us enter jennah.




